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The denial of zeitgeist movement members

When I spent my time learning among this group of people and interacting, I missed a lot of the nuances I see
now.

It is easy to get wrapped up and warped in the movement because you feel you have found your goal in life, you
feel you have found a solution to all of your problems, and if you just study and apply science you can get there.

If only this was true, sadly on the grander scale of matters it’s a lot more complex than the movement would
have you believe, and simple numbers wont make a difference, simple education in their generalised solution
wont matter either. It is going to take a lot more than one mans “ideas” to fix the problems we have, in fact
this one man can not possibly have everything covered that is wrong in the world.

This is one of the realities that the movement ignores, and they happily claim this solution, while it makes some
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sense, is the answer to all our problems.

There is a sense of delusion within the movement, the members have little time for any flaws their claim has,
they prefer to sweep them away from the forum and get on with the things they think they can do, the delusion
is thus, they truly believe that they have found the solution to everyone’s, and i do mean everyone’s problems.

These guys think  that Jacque Fresco is such a genius, that he has sat and planned every possible outcome and
if we just listen to them and accept their teachings all will be well. Now this may sound like I am making it up,
but its right there on their own forum, I have interacted with them for over 350 days and I have encountered
this belief numerous times. These guys don’t even see the delusion in that claim.

If that wasnt bad enough you have this air of superiority within them, if you go in pretending to be new and ask
them questions, or if you are truly new for that matter then you are told to read and learn, and that you don’t
understand enough. Little do these corrective members know that they are/may be talking to a member who
has studied everything they have, and has been in the group longer than they have.

No matter how valid your question, they simply don’t have all the answers, and neither do their leaders [Peter,
Jacque and Roxanne], their moderators are no better either, what you have is this air of confidence that they
know the literature inside out, and that they have understood some hidden secret that you have not. Giving
them a sense of mastery over some mystical knowledge, which they claim to be the scientific method, yet they
can’t seem to just once lay it out and explain in a way that is undeniable.

The reason is because there are flaws in their ideas, there are unanswered questions they can’t resolve, there
are matters they can’t fix and do anything about, and there are also things they are not doing.

You have moderators who have come from mystical backgrounds like witchcraft, or political backgrounds like
libertarianism, or cos play backgrounds, or script writing and theatre acting backgrounds, or conspiracy
theorists. What you actually have is a mish-mash of unrelated people all spliced together, trying to explain and
dictate what the movement actually means.

There is no real honest answer from any of them, unless they were to admit they are repeating the rhetoric of
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Jacque fresco, Roxanne meadows  and Peter joseph, it’s a real mine field trying to get answers from them.
Also its a real head game over there, because by having questions you are made to feel somehow lower, or
even the enemy, or anti progressive, or even a propagandist trying to usurp their movement.

Let’s get real about this, these people are clearly losing track of the reality of the matter, they want to abolish
the entire system you and I know, for the betterment of all human beings, and expect us to accept their solution
as the only one. Does this sound sensible to anyone, perhaps even familiar ?

Turn everything on its arse, start again and then hope that their little plan works, and did I mention its ran by
inexperienced people ?

Firstly this group has no scientific data of studies they have made, they have no current scientists and
engineers working to make things happen, the closest they have is RBEF [a separate group] who are
attempting simulations and data systems I believe.

So when they claim to be using the scientific method, you need to be asking yourself one question, what
scientists do you have doing all the tests to validate these claims ?

It is straight forward really, if they claim to have a common sense and scientific solution at hand, where are the
studies they have to give you in your hand to back up their claims?

This is yet another matter pushed aside, as if you have not read enough to understand what is going on. It is
pretty clear that these people are delusional, they have some misguided higher sense of accomplishment, and
feel that they are being humanistic to us all by going forward with this movement, attempting to gather more
members. Apparently the more members they get the better the chance they will succeed.

You see with this group it’s all about quantity not quality, they would rather get a billion members who blindly
follow, rather than a few thousand scientists and engineers able to question, confirm or carry out their plans.
Apparently there is a saturation point when you have enough people you can make this plan happen, but ask
them to explain when this is and what the required number of members is, nobody knows.
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As you can see even a simple analysis like mine can prove that there are some deficiencies in their thinking and
action, and it is primarily because they truly believe they are helping the whole world, they have a cause and
they are willing to bypass any logical questions and ignore their own psychological failings to get there.

Bottom line, they can’t possibly have the answer for everyone’s problems, they can’t possibly have the solution
to every known problem, they can’t possibly do their plan without technical help, they can’t possibly convince
technical help without technical data, they can’t possibly achieve many of their claims as they don’t have the
staffing requirements or tools, as it stands they can’t possibly validate or fulfill their claims.
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1. regarding ZEITGEIST999 aka melpuzon from washington zm chapter:

“OMG Man, can you please for once stop with all the opinions? When will you learn to think critically instead always criticizing?
You talk about analysis, but I see nothing analytic about your blovations. Everything you state is conjecture and assumtions. No
wonder you don’t understand the movement and what it’s about.”
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This poor deluded soul responded to this post under the assumption I did not understand, funny really isn’t it, it’s exactly what I have said all
along. They assume because I think the movement is bunk, that I have not understood it, or read the information, or just skimmed. Well in fact it
shows this person has skimmed this blog, poor deluded soul

“I for one question everything in the movement. I also listen with an open mind. If someone slighted you in the movement, then you

must learn to be mature and discuss these things with that person.”

Seriously ? Well get to work and use your open mind in listening to my experience in your movement, and please dont assume someone slighted
me.
I am far more together than to worry about such nonsense, what does worry me though is you think that is why I made this blog, rather than my
indifference to the materials content or rather lack of.

“If you can empirically prove that the project will not work, then do so. But, I would like to thank you. Because of your blog, I
have been able to reduce your arguments to drivvle and show each point you make to be a fallacy. I would recommend a course
in critical analysis before you continue to embarrass yourself any further. I don’t want you to be humiliated. I prefer you be
educated for it is difficult to discuss anything with people who use circular arguments to get their point across.”

And how is that for egotistical drivel ?
Like I said these guys are head and shoulders above most people when it comes to pomposity and arrogance. Go figure.

The same user made more posts elsewhere with more venus project promotional material and insubstantial bunk, and opinions about authors
not knowing things and other egotistical blubber. Its not that important really and only pollutes the blog, they have hundreds of other websites
they’re bombarding with the same shit, so I will just let the readers feel safe in the knowledge its not going to happen here.

 anticultist said this on January 14, 2010 at 5:57 pm | Reply

2. Again, I ask for your solutions so I may compare them to the project. If it is the people you have a problem with, I can understand that
personalities can conflict and egos will rear their ugly heads. We are in the current system and maturity will come with time, education and
experience. Your descriptions are colorful and your prose eloquent. However, we still come back to this circular argument of what is your
solution? Why won’t you answer that question. Your energies are focus on the anger you feel about the movement and the project, but I

challenge you to focus your energies on the solution, unless debunking is what you’re all about. Seems to me to be counter-productive. I guess
everyone is entitled to their opinion.

 Mel said this on January 14, 2010 at 7:22 pm | Reply
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I will answer you here, and this is all, I will continue no longer with a debate on what I have as a solution.

As a matter of fact I find it rather humbling to admit I do not have one, but that does not mean that any other solution presently offered by
any one else, and this includes Jacque Fresco’s, is actually possible.

That would ultimately be an unscientific conclusion, rather I see that there are numerous ideologies and systems that currently exist in
public domain that could be utilised together to make matters better.

There is no single method currently in existance that could be stated as perfect for everyone, or for that matter a perfect solution to every

problem in the world.

Some ideas come close to helping alot of people, but others are simply preferential to a set class of individuals.

To categorically state some of the things Jacque Fresco has said and believe them without any question, or to promote them when there
is no substantial evidence, is not using the scientific method whatsoever.

It is in fact a promotional tactic at spreading an opinion to the masses, in hope they will see it as an all encompassing solution with little
regard to its factual integrity.

That is all I have to say about it.

 anticultist said this on January 14, 2010 at 7:33 pm | Reply

3. Here is why Zeitgeist is a pathetic and useless organization.

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=272&id=218190

The people in Haiti are in dire need of the necessities right now. They need emergency medical care. They need help with their dead. They need

food and clean water.

Instead of organizing a drive, encouraging members to donate to the cause, or even posting ways in which people can help, they want to exploit
the devastation for their own agenda. It is pretty sad that they are even discussing building a Venus Project in Haiti in their time of need. They
are fully aware that this is not even possible, but proceed to engage in pointless babble nonetheless.

Hey Zeitgeist! Pull your heads out of your asses and help the Haitians!

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34835478/ns/world_news-americas/
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P.S. Before you dumb Zeitgeist members rush in to say, “What have you done?” I will tell you that yes I did donate to the cause.

 gillian said this on January 14, 2010 at 9:56 pm | Reply

The following is an opening sentence from a members post in a thread about charitable aid and the movements direction:

“I like the idea of helping less fortunate countries in order to help our reputation, but lets stay in keeping with our ideals to
support advanced technology for the solving of problems. This will make a supporting statement for movement in addition
to gaining points for humantarianism.”

The motivations here are simply scary !

Brownie points and public image are far more important than being committed to actually helping people, this is completely removed from
the concept of humanitarianism

They are committed to pushing an ideology and a public image as their motivation to help folk.

Also in that thread you linked above gillian, it is clear that they are out to promote a public image and an ideology first.

Some members get that they need to be a humanitarian movement, but on the whole the motivations they have are disheartening.

 anticultist said this on January 15, 2010 at 8:41 pm | Reply

4. Mel aka mel puzon aka zeitgeist999 from the Washington zm chapter said this on January 14, 2010 at 10:11pm:

“donate? Congratulations! Donate what? Money? Are you sure it will get there? Laughable.”

You see what kind of twisted logic the ZM people have, they assume that the money just dissapears into someones pocket without a bit of
evidence.

They are quick to discuss the scientific method should you say something remotely against their movement, but hey I guess this makes sense
when your logic is all twisted beyond recognition.

If being attached to a movement makes me lose all hope in humanity, and mistrust people trying their hardest to save human lives, then I would
abandon that movement in an instant.
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Shame on these guys, they hate money and the system so much they blame every other human being on the planet for its discrepencies.
The discrepencies they themselves blame on the elitists, they are attributing to the working class people like you or I trying to just help out.

All these charities and organisations she just wiped out with a crass uneducated sentence, making out she knows what they do with your money.

What about the venus project ? they take donations too, what are they doing with your money ?

 anticultist said this on January 14, 2010 at 10:50 pm | Reply

5. Your pontificating about this movement and it’s members really turns my stomach – I confess I haven’t looked very hard but I
have seen you are against the Zeitgeist Movement – so what are you for?

[anticultist]
Michael i read your post and i feel you simply adressed me personally through out it rather than the information presented [so its not going on

here], allow me to clear a few things up for you and you can be on your way.
Firstly, this place is not about me, its about this thing they call a movement which I regularly frequent even to this day.

Whether you like what I say is of no concern to me, and that is something you will have to deal with, if you want happy reports about how great

it is just head on over to their forum.

Regarding what I am into, well lets just say I have been into action, awareness spreading and living like a solid human a lot longer than you or

others may believe.

While you have not looked into the movement, you freely admit this, I have looked deep into it and I have encountered a lot of problems they

dont address and will not address, if you think this is just my personal vendetta against a few people you are greatly mistaken.

This movement is simply turning into a cult as we speak, not only in an ideological sense, but one of personality.

I don’t care much for you saying I am against people trying to change things, because I think you will find I am not.

In fact the zeitgeist movement is against human beings efforts to do things now in their own ranks; charities, donations, aid, are just too

incomprehensible for them, they themselves would rather pontificate about bull shit in the future.

So no I will not feel sorry for your feelings because I have slighted the movement, this place is a storage vessel for the views unwanted on their

forum, like it or leave it. [ end anticultist]
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 Michael said this on January 15, 2010 at 2:07 pm | Reply

6. The fact that you remove people’s comments and leave out the structured arguments I made, leads me to believe that your
conclusion is:

‘The Zeitgeist movement and everyone in it, are bent on either world domination or a purely destructive persuit for mankind, and

no empirical or rational evidence that says otherwise, no other empirical, obvious and real threat to human existence, is in anyway
more threatening than this movement or ‘cult’ which encourages people do do their own research, to think for themselves and to

help each other out.

[anticultist] This is just ridiculous Michael, you’re lead down the garden path if you think that. I edit because I want no personal

attacks on posters [in the same way it operates on ZM forum, there is a biases for rules to be used for their members, it is exactly
the same here], I do not feel I have to approve every comment because it is my blog after all, and I do not need to play by your

rules here.

People are doing their own research Michael and most of it you guys simply dislike and do not address, either here, or on your
forum [end anticultist]

No. After all, it is not the thousands of years of human culture and conditioning leading the general population to be…easily led,
it’s simply the voodoo power of Jacque Fresco and Peter Joseph, that has enslaved the minds of thousands of people, and only

you and your indoctrinated acolytes can save us from.

[anticultist] Grow up man, we are putting another point of view across, if you don’t like it, go away, I didn’t invite you here
anyway[end anticultist]

I am involved in the movement, my comment was referring to your blog, I hadn’t looked through it much, because they are a dime
a dozen, and all say pretty much the same thing.

[anticultist]This blog is not a dime a dozen, there are hardly any blogs dealing with the facts of the movement, or contain ex

members [perhaps only one other I know of]. And we have researched the movement as much and been involved as much as their
pro members, you just dont want to read this blog because you are attached and biased and have made your mind up. If you read it

you will see 3 ex members here used to be pro VP, now please, if you are going to attack something at least have brains and do
some research in it, like we all have your movement [end anticultist]

I am in no doubt my breath is wasted here, I see you only allow comments from your friends scoffing and mocking us. The irony is

this is what you create. Them and us – yet you say I should just assume and accept you are a noble activist of some sort – just sort
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of – take your word for it – well no, I think you’re a jaded and misguided individual, you’re conceited and self righteous – thinking

that everyone who respects and takes on the values of this grass roots movement, are just all idiots – you remind me of a
politician, perhaps you should go on question time – the BBC would love you :)

[anticultist] Yes we are mocking your movement because its pitiful. You are barking up a tree that doesn’t give a shit as well

Michael, I have researched your movement, and I am actually still involved in it today, haha. I read your nonsense daily so please
do me a favour, either get a sense of humour, address the materials were presenting, or do one. [end anticultist]

Ultimately I do feel sorry for you. I don’t know where you will find comfort. Perhaps it will be in deleting further comments and
ignoring logic and reason in favour of sensationalism, propaganda and instead of a scientific and factual, informative article on the

movement and venus project, you display, in irony, the most primitive behaviour humans are capable of reminiscent of the salem
witch trials.

[anticultist]You feel sorry for me !? Thats funny because I am not the one following a futurist pipeline dream set somewhere in the

far off horizons of humanity.
When you guys actually do anything for humanity thats positive, and quit badgering and condescending people on the internet,

when you cease to procrastinate and pontificate about some otherworldly technological nonsense, I will let out one humongous
cheer and leave you all alone, till then you are all just fish in a barrel [end anticultist]

“So no I will not feel sorry for your feelings because I have slighted the movement, this place is a storage vessel for the views

unwanted on their forum, like it or leave it.”

It’s called Ad Hominem, and while I have made this a personal issue, that’s all it can be. There is NOTHING of substance in what

you’ve said. Provide rational, empirical hypothesis that we can discuss and we could go somewhere.

[anticultist] Go read the details of the blogs posts, then when you have something of substance yourself to counter with, I will

gladly stop laughing at you, but for now, you Michael are just a big joke, now pedal along[end anticultist]

 Michael said this on January 16, 2010 at 11:05 pm | Reply

7. this is a typical reaction really. it doesnt matter how valid your concerns are, there is just no way of getting through to the zeitgeist members. and
its verging on hypocritical as they will always say, ‘you need to learn to think critically.’ but they themselves refuse to think critically or analyse

their own movement.
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whenever there is an unanswered question the response is either to attack or assign the topic to the mysterious ‘transition period’ bin. an ever
growing cache of unanswered questions that can be safely ignored as irrelevant.

the problem is though that the number of ‘transition period’ or ‘irrelevant’ issues is far greater than the number of solutions that the venus project

offers. so once again it just points to the fact that the venus project or the zeitgeist movement offer very little of actual substance.

and whenever they are questioned they like to say things like ‘so what are your solutions’ but the fact is im not pretending to offer one. im not

the one making the claims so im under no obligation to both point out a problem with the movement, and then outline specifically what they
could do to solve it!

to get slightly back to one of the points made by anticultist in his post, i can also see this issue of having not enough unity within the movements

members and their goals. if this is supposed to be a worldwide movement, then it needs to appeal to people of many different cultures and
backgrounds. and then once it has appealed to them and brought in a new member, it needs to offer something to keep them there. at the

moment it can attract some members, but then it cant offer them enough to really make them feel like they belong. not everyone in the movement
is equal, they are not all on the same level playing field. this is one of the biggest failings of the movement and is simply a symptom of their failed

ideologies. if their ideologies were strong, then it would create a strong and solid community. but because their ideologies are weak, they have a

weak and fragmented community, that currently is only held together by strong moderation and institutionalised bullying.

so they are all in some level of denial, but i cant explain why. after a while i became so disillusioned with the whole thing that i opened my eyes

and saw the whole structure for what it is. but the fanatical members just dont seem to want to do this for some reason.

 logan86 said this on January 17, 2010 at 3:23 am | Reply

8. The Zeitgeist cultists always say the same thing they are programed to say. “Well how are you going to solve the world’s problems” As if just
because no one has the answers to all life’s problems, they are moraly superior and saving the world with their online movement that doesn’t do

anything but make youtube videos.

 anon said this on February 11, 2010 at 8:00 am | Reply

9. anon I am marc8806 from the zeitgiest movement website, I posted a refute to http://ignoranceisfutile.wordpress.com/2009/12/30/zeitgeist-
movement-most-hardcore-nwo-propaganda-ever/

You posted “peace”. Anyhow, I was wondering if you are the member called prometheusspan? I think your observations shouldn’t be

disregarded. I am a member there and I am somewhat disappointed with the direction of the members and would like to have a fellow member
that can actually challenge some of the points of the organization, for it isn’t perfect and should be open for evolution. Thanks. Marc8806
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 Marc said this on February 21, 2010 at 7:18 pm | Reply

Hello Marc, no prometheuspan is a member of the RBEF forum these days. Anon is a seperate person.

And I am a seperate entity not affiliated with any group, I used to be a member of the ZM though.

I am also very dissapointd in the movement like you, and have made this blog for voicing these views.

Thanks for reading Marc.

 anticultist said this on February 21, 2010 at 8:40 pm | Reply

10. Actually I agree with your post that they should have scientists and engineers to answer questions regarding scientific methods directed to them,
but perhaps the reason the movement wants to increase the quantity of members in the first place is to attract these group of intelligent people?

I mean, people are crowd-followers. Having supporters in a number more than Michael Jackson’s fans surely could help. I’m all in for the RBE,

but I’m no scientist or engineer for that matter, and I don’t expect anyone to listen to me, but what I can do to help is to spread the awareness
of the problems, and telling everyone why we need more supports, and why it’s important.

I’ve read your posts and although I agree that people should not blindly follow TZM or TVP, I think it’s a matter of our perception. We should
know that when we say that ‘people should not blindly follow’, we are actually describing people that have at least a decent level of intelligence

of their own, but sadly, the truth is there is a lot of people who are just not bright enough to form their own thinkings or studies rather than just

follow whatever the movement says, to the extent of worshiping it.

As a conclusion, I think we should not give up educating people around us about the RBE and the need for a social transformation, but we can

refer less to the TVP or TZM. Those organizations are actually formed to act as a ‘base’ for anyone who wants not just only to support the
RBE, but a ‘base’ where they can feel they ‘belong’. I think really objective people do not need ‘a sense like belonging’ much like most people

do, and I think that by creating this blog and voicing your opinions about negativity that exists within TVP and TZM, but still supporting the idea

for a better world, such as the RBE, you are very much an objective person.

I really think that we will need a discussion website that caters specifically for real life scientists, engineers and students of scientific methods.

Perhaps there is already active forums that cater for these groups of people where we can try to discuss the validity and possibility of an RBE.
What do you think?
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 Zeitgeist Lah! said this on April 18, 2010 at 9:57 am | Reply

11. I disagree about mass numbers, having more numbers does not automatically equate to anything of substance, look at christians. There are
millions of them and they couldnt agree on anything to save their own souls.

Zeitgeist needs to get its ass into gear, because as it stands its already being scrutinsed as a poor movement doing nothing but talk.

If it had a few thousand scientists and engineers working on its claims it would be hella different, and it wouldnt need millions of fans to do this.

 anticultist said this on April 18, 2010 at 10:25 am | Reply

12. That’s what I thought too. We are in desperate need for scientists, engineers and professionals of relevant fields but it seems that this world itself
is simply not moving in that direction seeing that fund managers generate more income than scientists and engineers. It’s also not helping at all

with the arrays of advertisements and media today that seem to only portray luxuries and things that we don’t actually ‘need’.

I’m an Asian and in my culture, children are discouraged to have jobs like scientists as ambitions, instead it’s greatly encouraged to aim for jobs

related to money-making, such as businessmen and managers.

Sorry to rant about this out of the topic, but it seems to me that there won’t be ‘relevant’ people that care enough of RBE to make it a reality
any sooner and perhaps not in my lifetime. Unless a multi-billionaire buys into the idea and actually do something about it with his ‘wealth’ (like

hiring scientists and engineers, making global-scale ads, getting celebrities to support), I don’t think RBE is going to happen.

 Zeitgeist Lah! said this on April 18, 2010 at 12:11 pm | Reply

13. I think the problem lies in these few reasons:
1: Jacque & Roxanne appear unable to let the work be taken on/ improvised/adapted and evolved from any outside interests without their say.

See ex 1970′s member speaks out & Earth 2 dispute for recent evidence that Jacque is unable to let his pet project grow. Also see how they
have threatened other groups with faux legal action who are heading in the same direction as them, they refuse to cooperate with any other

people who dont follow their goals word for word.

2: Their claims are somewhat anecdotal and speculative without any academic backing or research, the fact they also claim academia and
credentials are useless further alienates any credible workforces.

3: Their inability to accept that spreading awareness of their own brand of fantasy cities is simply nothing but PR for themselves and not the
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RBE concept. They fail to see that changing the outcome goals is important, like we said mass general numbers mean shit without any expertise

backing them up.

4: They have no transition plan in place between now and the city, we cant just jump from the present to the future without a functional plan of

action available.

There are so numerous problems with them I can not even be bothered to take the time to list everyone of them here in one post. I think anyone
who has researched them and hung around there long enough will of noticed some serious problems.

The general consensus in the main dissenting voices these days is that TVP don’t intend on building anything and are simply utilising their current
popularity as a means of turning over an income. The belief is TVP & TZM will fade into oblivion and if the RBE ever does get off the ground

[unlikely right now] it wont be down to anything TVP ever did or do.

 anticultist said this on April 18, 2010 at 12:27 pm | Reply

14. With attitudes like that I don’t think they’ll be going anywhere. I guess I’ll post less about TVP and TZM in my blog and more on scientific
researches related to the possibility of an RBE.

 Zeitgeist Lah! said this on April 18, 2010 at 12:39 pm | Reply

15. The Zeitgeist Movement tenets originally presented meant a lot me, but when you see them take a dump on their own principles – that’s when

you know it’s time to go and work with other serious organizations. That’s if TZM didn’t make you apathetic afterwards. I don’t know why

everyone in the Zeitgeist Movement acts as if they are the only ones doing anything for humanity. It still puzzles me.

And for their numbers, I don’t think people will take them automatically seriously for that either, if anything – people will look at them as

collectivism. Like you said AntiCultist, they value quantity more than quality. Here’s an interesting video:
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I thought you made a good point about Christians too, didn’t Zeitgeist: Addendum say that there were over 34,000 sub groups of Christianity?:

“Religious belief has caused more fragmentation and conflict than any other ideology…Christianity alone has 34,000 different sub
groups ( Source: World Christian Encyclopedia)”

Yup, I was right:

http://zeitgeistmovie.com/transcript_add.htm

That right there should be proof that branching in different organizations is natural rather it’s religious or/and altruistic.

Anon:
“The Zeitgeist cultists always say the same thing they are programed to say. “Well how are you going to solve the world’s
problems” As if just because no one has the answers to all life’s problems, they are moraly superior and saving the world with their

online movement that doesn’t do anything but make youtube videos.”

Are you Anon4AllOfUs? That would be funny if you are. It would be funnier if it was ProMeTheUsPan. He alone puts out so much information
so fast, it’s unbelievable.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110901121330/http://zeitgeistmovie.com/transcript_add.htm
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Back on topic – I agree, there’s going to have to be at least thousands of inventors/scientists/technicians to actually get to an RBE realistically
started in a country that would welcome an alternative. It does seem unrealistic as Zeitgeist Lah! says, because of scientists today getting paid
less than those who do nothing for society at all. Then you can see where the TZM passion comes from. But if such a coalition existed, it would

be to test alternatives. All alternatives, not just RBE as the only alternative as TZM tries to present to the public. The emotional attachment
needs to be let go, because if TZM was to get a test city started and it failed – then we should be able to go back to the drawing board oppose
to shoving RBE down people’s throats.

Then they try to throw the guilt trip on you and ask “what are your solutions” as if they know we are about to go to their question empty-
handed. That mindset alone shows how competitive they are, but yet they are suppose to be about cooperation. I know, more hypocrisy. And
they want to change the world with their distorted value system. Now that’s laughable. But yeah… I guess they don’t look at the other links you
provided on your webpage and see how much you’re helping with SocialVibe. But TZM thinks you’re doing nothing obviously. You’re so evil

[sarcasm].

I just hope an idea like RBE doesn’t go down the drain because of TZM being such an embarrassment to the world.

AntiCultist:

“If that wasnt bad enough you have this air of superiority within them, if you go in pretending to be new and ask them questions, or
if you are truly new for that matter then you are told to read and learn, and that you don’t understand enough. Little do these
corrective members know that they are/may be talking to a member who has studied everything they have, and has been in the

group longer than they have.”

Them doing that gets on my nerves heavily. It goes to show that they are hypocrites deep down inside and haven’t read the material themselves
probably. So, it’s not even confidence – it’s arrogance. Then them dismissing what they can’t explain as “irrelevant” is scapegoatism as well, I
agree with Logan there.

AntiCultist:
“Turn everything on its arse, start again and then hope that their little plan works, and did I mention its ran by inexperienced people
?”

That alone is scary, you would think they would get qualified people in those positions, but it’s a first come/first serve basis. But all of them are
unprofessional and I don’t even take Peter Joseph seriously anymore. So I don’t care much for their rankings. But their future interdisciplinary
teams would be more of a terrible nightmare just by looking at MODERATION.

AntiCultist:
“You see with this group it’s all about quantity not quality, they would rather get a billion members who blindly follow, rather than
a few thousand scientists and engineers able to question, confirm or carry out their plans.”
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You hit the nail on the head there.

AntiCultist:
“Apparently there is a saturation point when you have enough people you can make this plan happen, but ask them to explain
when this is and what the required number of members is, nobody knows.”

Very good point. But if they pull out statistics about how many people that are leaving, then collecting will be a forever struggle with them. I

doubt they will do that though since they are not honest about their representation. Out of the 400,000 people they say they have, I bet a good
junk of them left, just subscribed or banned/unregistered and duplicate accounts are not subtracted. Then they can lie with statistics, more
dishonesty.

WE HAVE REACHED 400,000 MEMBERS :):
http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=229&id=254857

But you know, I think it’s good that they don’t say they have all the answers, because the UTOPIAN label would be thrown at them even more
discrediting them.

And Zeitgeist Lah, it’s good to see people from TZM can still be civil when criticism (if you’re still TZM) I tried to be the same way and I think
the criticizers recognize people like you. So, again – we thank you for comments and your presence. And speaking of blogs. it looks like the
Zeitgeist Movement WORDPRESS site went down:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.wordpress.com

I guess it was no match for AntiCultist.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 23, 2010 at 9:14 pm | Reply

I love that video its interesting when considering the group/individuals voice and number issue with TZM, then cross related to the idea of

social engineeering. To me it drives home the whole issue of the problems they are going to encounter. The individuals voice is outmoded
as we speak, but we are led to believe that the individuals voice will be paramount in their society. At present it is a juxtaposition of
ideology being presented.

Thanks for this reply bran

 anticultist said this on May 23, 2010 at 9:53 pm | Reply
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16. No doubt.

Well yeah, as ES said – the Venus Project has a poor history in voting on decisions and projects. I think we will see the same thing happen with
TZM.

It looks like Anonymous made a Part 2 breaking down their take on collectivism, again – very interesting:

And yeah… That Haiti thread was sick.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 24, 2010 at 2:51 pm | Reply

17. haha collecting, collecting.

 anticultist said this on May 24, 2010 at 3:44 pm | Reply

18. “political backgrounds like libertarianism”

Given Fresco’s aversion to free markets and capitalism, I don’t see how the TVP would appeal to libertarians in general. There are a few
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movements that might appeal to them that do have some similarities, but those involved generally have a low opinion of Fresco:

http://www.seasteading.org/stay-in-touch/blog/3/2008/05/11/the-venus-project-research-center-sale?page=1

Take special note of the use of “unauthorized” photographs. TVS might appeal to libertarian socialists, but they’re are a different kettle of fish.

 John Galt said this on June 15, 2010 at 3:23 pm | Reply
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Zeitgeisters believe they are the smartest people alive

Barbara Streisand effect – VTV fraudulantly flags videos
Where is waldo ? I mean Peter Joseph Merola
Roxanne Meadows says scientists can not understand their hidden technology – Anonymous video
Zeitgeist get the Earth 2.0 Treatment – Anonymous video

Will TZM’s next Jared Lee Loughner kill Fresco & Meadows ?
Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare
TVP steals the TZM business model for their own website & solicits TZM members

Peter Merola on Roxanne Meadows, “youre a liar and full of shit !”
US TZM meeting Q&A with Roxanne & Merola concludes – TVP seperates from TZM
VTV drops TVP and makes powerplay to take over TZM
I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.

Venus project using their non profit company for a profit
The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it
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